control over salmon rivers and, progressively, to restrict harvesting by other groups of commercial and subsistence resource users.3 On the watersheds of eastern Canada, the process of eliminating Native salmon fishing was lengthy and often uneven; not surprisingly, it involved a great deal of resistance and accommodation on the part of Native people. The morality play that featured Sage and his fellow sportsmen of Camp Harmony heroically subduing the 'natural instincts' of the Mi'kmaq demonstrated how far the process had progressed on many salmon rivers by the 1880s.
The story can also be seen as a metaphor for the transformation of Native people from active resource users to cultural commoditiesthere to enhance the wilderness experiences of the fly fishermen. If Native people were demonized as destroyers of the salmon fishery, they were also highly valued by the elite angling fraternity. Native men were generally competent fishing guides and, in some instances, the only ones available. The Native guides who accompanied salmon anglers also served an ideological/cultural function. An integral part of the code of the sportsman was that each 'true sportsman' should be a naturalist, that he fully understand the habits of his quarry as well as the environment. For the elite angler, Native people were part of the environment. Virtually without exception, the sporting literature of the period 1850-1900 that concerns salmon fishing also contains information on the racial characteristics, living habits, customs, and mythology of Native people. Sportsmen of the Victorian era were fond of comparing their modern existence with the supposed primitive world of Native people. What many elite anglers wanted was not simply someone to help them catch fish, but an authentic 'primitive' man to guide them into an imagined world of primeval wonder -someone to legitimize their adventure as a true wilderness experience. Elite anglers paid dearly, 3 It should be recognized that Native people were by no means the only resource users affected by this process. The Atlantic salmon fishery had a significant commercial net-fishing sector; and thousands of farmers, settlers, and other residents along the rivers of eastern Canada also used the resource, fishing for salmon by various means, including the spear. Efforts by the sport fishing industry and the government to control the harvesting activities of these groups resulted in local political struggles and numerous incidents of social violence, which are beyond the scope of this study. sometimes thousands of dollars, to fish for salmon in the rivers of eastern Canada; they also expected for their money the privilege of experiencing such perfect illusions as that enjoyed by the members of Camp Harmony.
FROM COLONIAL TO FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION
When Europeans first began making regular contact in the sixteenth century, the Atlantic salmon had for thousands of . years been an important economic resource for the hunting and gathering bands of Native peoples that inhabited what are now Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and the St Lawrence River watershed. 4 In the spring, bands of Mi'kmaq, Maliseet, and Montagnais came from their winter hunting camps, sometimes joining together to harvest the first run of salmon, which could begin as early as mid-May. These strategically located camps were inhabited until the end of the late run and the first snowfall in autumn. By the mid-seventeenth century the strictly subsistence nature of the Native salmon fishing economy was already beginning to be transformed in some parts of the region by a commercial trade with French vessels that came to the Baie des Chaleurs. 5 Serious competition for Atlantic salmon resources began in the mideighteenth century with the arrival of settlers such as John Davidson (on the Miramichi River) and Jonathan Binney (in Pictou County, Nova Scotia) whose land grants gave them exclusive rights to fish for salmon in specific harbours and rivers. 6 The Loyalist migration of the late eighteenth century, which coincided with the decline of political and military power among Native people in the region, further accelerated the process. 7 It was, of course, an uneven process, with the fisheries of the Saint John and Miramichi rivers, to use the New Brunswick example, coming under the domination of white settlers and merchants a generation before those of the salmon-rich rivers emptying into the Baie des Chaleurs. Nevertheless, by the first decade of the nineteenth century, as New Brunswick historian W.S. MacNutt remarked, 'almost everywhere the salmon ran, fierce local disputes took place.' 8 The same was true of the salmon fishery in Nova Scotia and on the St Lawrence watershed, from below Montreal to at least as far north as the Saguenay River. 9 Commercial control by white settlers did not by any means end the participation of the Native population in the salmon harvest during the early decades of the nineteenth century. Bands throughout the region continued to fish for salmon up-river on the spawning beds. The traditional mode of fishing for Natives was spearing, which was done both from canoes at night by torchlight, or flambeaux, in the larger rivers, and in small, shallow pools during the daytime from the shore. The traditional spear, or negog as it was sometimes called, consisted of a 6-to 9-foot shaft with a single spike and two spreading jaws of wood fastened with twine at the end. Made of rock maple or some other suitable wood, the jaws opened on impact and held the fish in place when it was lifted out of the water. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, Native people sometimes used nets, placing them in narrow passages of streams or between canoes, which were then passed over pools and spawning beds, 'sweeping' out the salmon. In addition to fishing for subsistence, Natives participated in the growing commercialization of the salmon fishery, joining other resource users in the overfishing of the resource during the first half of the nineteenth century. ' 0 The destruction of the salmon fishery on many rivers in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and the upper St Lawrence, and its diminution on nearly all other rivers, was a product of habitat degradation caused by settlement and overfishing. By 1820, salmon were fished tirelessly from the harbours to the outer reaches of their spawning grounds on all rivers in which settlement had taken root, with little regard for conservation or the interests of other resource users. Moreover, the economy of the region was based primarily on agriculture and lumbering, both of which tended to destroy the salmon fishery. The clearing · of land for farming (particularly slash-and-bum operations) and the cutting of forests along streams and rivers resulted in a number of environmental conditions incompatible with salmon reproduction: soil erosion, silting, rapid changes in water levels, more frequent summer droughts, and a general rise in water temperature. Thus, over the course of a few generations, the optimal balance of cool, dear-water conditions and consistent water levels necessary for spawning was altered on many streams and rivers. The lumber industry had a number of other damaging qualities. Driving huge quantities of logs down rivers during the spring salmon runs had an obvious negative impact, as did the persistent dumping of sawmill refuse into rivers and the ever-increasing number of mill dams." The wholesale destruction of the Atlantic salmon fishery led in the 1850s to the introduction of more stringent colonial fishery laws in Nova Scotia in 1853, in New Brunswick in 1851, and in Quebec in 1857. Each of the three colonies had myriad local acts relating to river fisheries dating back to the late eighteenth century; however, except for limited efforts in specific localities, these laws remained unenforced into the l85os. 12 The new acts created a single set of regulations and set in place the structure for modern fisheries administration. Many regulations, such as a closed season for salmon fishing, gear restrictions on stationary net fishing in estuaries, and the requirement of providing a fish-way on mill dams, were simply lifted from the old legislation. However, two new regulations that would eventually have a profound effect on Native fishing patterns were also introduced in the acts. First, the acts identified spearing and other modes of fishing for salmon on spawning beds as the major cause of resource depletion and prohibited this practice. Some exceptions were made in later years in Quebec and New Brunswick to allow Native people to fish for subsistence. Second, the Quebec and New Brunswick legislation provided for the licensing of fishing stations on estuaries and the leasing of fluvial portions of rivers where the adjacent land remained urigranted by the Crown. These new provisions reflected the growing influence, even at this early date, of sport-fishing interests over the development of the administration of salmon fishing. The impetus for th~ new legislation came from fly fishermen within the British colonial administrations; indeed, the major government-commissioned reports on the river fisheries in each of the three colonies were written by prominent sportsmen of British extraction, and in New Brunswick and Quebec they led directly to legislation. 14 These reports in large part repeated the recommendations of government commissions in Great Britain, and the authors looked favourably at experiments in Ireland and Scotland with leasing rivers to 'responsible persons' as a means-of rehabilitating the salmon fishery. The renowned New Brunswick sportsman and naturalist Moses Perley noted, for example, that in 'nearly exhausted' Irish rivers that were leased to sportsmen, 'the salmon have increased most wonderfully.' It followed, Perley believed, that 'by this arrangement, the fisheries of the rivers flowing through ungranted wilderness lands, which are now being destroyed in the most wasteful and reckless manner, might be preserved and rendered profitable. '' 5 Perley and other early sportsmen/conservationists in Canada directed their most shrill moral exhortations against the spearing of salmon on up-river pools and spawning beds, a method used. by both Native people and white settlers. 'The practice of capturing salmon by torch-light and spears is justly held to be the most pernicious,' the superintendent of the fisheries in Canada noted, 'employed, as it almost invariably is, at a time when the ~aters of each river are lowest and clearest. Practised during Autumn and periods of reproduction, as is still more frequently the case, it becomes indescribably bad -tis' the crowning act of extirpation.' 16 Undoubtedly, the excessive spearing of salmon by Native people and white settlers contributed significantly to the degradation of the fishery, but it was not the only cause. By the mid-nineteenth century, dozens of rivers and streams in the colonies had been so completely blocked by stationary nets for a period of years that the salmon fishery was completely destroyed. Sawmill dams and industrial pollution had destroyed the salmon fishery on numerous other rivers. The vitriol directed against spear fishers was also based on the fact that they were the main competitors of sportsmen, fishing for salmon on the same parts of the rivers during the same time of the year. The prohibition on spear fishing raised the question of how to deal with the many Native bands who depended heavily on the Atlantic salmon resource. dn a practical level, neither New Brunswick nor Nova Scotia invested enough resources in administration to allow the new fishery regulations to alter harvesting patterns materially. 17 Beyond the administrative deficiencies, there was some sympathy for allowing Native people to fish to feed themselves, continuing the precedent established by some of the previous local fishery acts. In Quebec and New Brunswick, where the leasing of salmon rivers to sportsmen in the late 1850s hastened the development of a modern administrative apparatus, exceptions to the prohibition were made on an ad hoc basis to allow for subsistence fishing only. In this respect, some Native bands in the region were given preferential treatment, in comparison with those white settlers in the same localities who also fished by the spear. The alleged abuse of the 'privilege' granted to Native people created resentment in the growing sporting fraternity. 18 19 If such statements reflected the wilful ignorance and disregard of some sportsmen for Native people, they also underscored their anxiety over the continuing decline of the salmon fishery on the eve of Canadian Confederation. After Confederation, the fisheries became a federal responsibility. The depletion of the Atlantic salmon resource, which had clearly reached a crisis point in the 186os, became the first priority of the new federal' Department of Marine and Fisheries. In 1868 fisheries department began to implement an environmental management program built on the overlapping objectives of rehabilitation, regulation, and enforcement. The major undertakings of the program included an ongoing struggle to remove obstructions to the salmon run on numerous rivers; a program of artificial propagation, which began in earnest in 1874 and expanded to include nine hatcheries in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Quebec by 1900; the licensing of fishing stations in the estuaries of salmon rivers; the leasing of fluvial portions of salmon rivers to sport-fishing clubs; and the setting in place of an administrative regime capable of enforcing salmon-fishing regulations. 20 It was these last two initiatives, the leasing of prime stretches of salmon waters and the implementation of a surveillance system, which most restricted the freedom of Native people to fish openly for salmon. Both involved an alliance between sport-fishing interests and state administrators.
The development of natural resource management and an elite male sporting culture in North America in the late nineteenth century were complementary and, in significant ways, interrelated phenomenon. As John Reiger and Richard Judd have shown, there was an almost natural ro The Canadian Historical Review affinity between the two groups. Fish and game officials relied on elite sportsmen to push for increased funding and an expanded resource management bureaucracy, and, in turn, the sporting interests counted on a regulatory regime favourable to recreational hunting and fishing. 'Such organizations,' Judd notes, 'linked arms with state fish and game commissions and helped turn the conservation movement in the direction of sporting, as opposed to commercial or subsistence activity.' 21 Perhaps nowhere was this intimate connection between elite sportsmen and government officials more evident than in the Atlantic salmon fishery of the eastern Canadian provinces. The sport-fishing industry provided key political support for the expensive hatchery program, which received a surprising amount of criticism from other resource users. In addition, salmon leases by 1890 were generating tens of thousands of dollars in revenue. Most important, under the terms of the leases, salmon clubs provided guardians to protect the rivers from poachers. Both the federal and the provincial salmon leases contained clauses that specifically outlined the number of guardians to be employed and the time period in which they were to protect the waters on which the club had exclusive fishing rights. 22 By 1890 the exclusive Restigouche Salmon Club, for example, was spending in excess of $sooo each year to protect its leasehold.2 3 The addition of scores of private guardians, many of them vested with magisterial powers, provided an immense boost to the chronically underfunded department in its efforts to control the salmon harvest. Not surprisingly, the needs and desires of the salmon clubs received a sympathetic hearing in the formation of regulations and resolution of disputes between resource users. The numerous high-ranking officials in the federal and provincial fisheries bureaucracies that were avid members of the angling fraternity reinforced the influence of the clubs. 24 Thus, the sport-fishing interests were able to exert a measure of control even o_yer user groups with considerably more political power than Native peoples, particularly the commercial net fishers.
CARE, CONTROL AND SUPERVISION
Among the earliest initiatives undertaken by the fishery department was prohibiting the spearing of salmon in up-river pools and on spawning beds. As was the case with some colonial legislation, the federal fisheries act passed in 1868 recognized the tradition of Native spear fishing. An exemption was included in the clause prohibiting spear fishing that allowed the minister of fisheries to 'appropriate and license or lease certain waters in which certain Ip.dians shall be allowed to catch fish for their own use in and at whatever manner and time are specified in the license or lease, and may permit spearing in certain 10-calities.'25 These privileges were extended by the minister in only a few instances during the late l86os and early 1870s, although some of the bands in New Brunswick and on the north shore of the St Lawrence River were allowed to operate or share the proceeds of net-fishing stands on waters that ran through their reserves. The intention of the federal government was to 'civilize' the Native people by encouraging them to establish permanent agricultural communities; this initiative formed part of the underlying logic behind prohibiting the spearing of salmon, which was seen by Fishery and Indian Affairs officers as part of the wandering life characterized by indolence and vice. 26 The paternalist attitude of the government was summed up by one Indian agent who, when commenting on the agitation of the band on Burnt Church Reserve (Miramichi River) for the extension of fishing rights, suggested that 'the Indians need care, control and supervision. Department of Fisheries during the late nineteenth century; overwhelmingly, the emphasis was on control and supervision. The impact of the initiative to remove Native people from the salmon fishery was felt unequally by the bands that resided near the rivers of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Quebec. In Nova Scotia and the Bay of Fundy shore of New Brunswick, obstructions to the salmon run, pollution, and overfishing had so degraded the resource that it was no longer a central component in the Native economy. In the places where salmon did still run -the Saint John and Margaree rivers, for example -competition from white settlers significantly reduced the opportunities for Native people. 28 The impact of the legislation was particularly hard felt on the New Brunswick shore of the Baie des Chaleurs, the Gaspe Peninsula, and the tributaries on the north shore of the St Lawrence. The new fisheries policies placed the Montagnais bands of the St Lawrence River 'in a very precarious condition,' observed Theophile Tetu, captain of the government schooner La · Canadienne. The solution to the problem, the fishery officer believed, was to increase the annual relief allowance given to the Native people of the north shore and to provide seed and agricultural implements to the bands on the Baie des Chaleurs. 'Those people would come to understand that the Government is friendly to them,' Tetu concluded, and, within a few years, he predicted, 'the increase of fish in our rivers would repay the expense incurred for the attainment of the desired object.» 9
If Tetu understood and sympathized with the plight of Native people on the north shore of the St Lawrence, he was also duty-bound to participate in the on-going destruction of their hunting and gathering economy. The limits of government friendliness were demonstrated during the cruise of La Canadienne in 1868. Tetu received orders from the fisheries department to investigate reports of Native people netting and spearing salmon on the Mingan River (which empties into the St Lawrence to the north of the western tip of Anticosti Island) in open defiance of the local fishery officer. Bands of Montagnais had long been in the habit of visiting the small rivers in the region; the Mingan was a favoured fishing locale and the site of a Roman Catholic mission and Hudson's Bay Company ·trading post. When La Canadienne reached Mingan, Tetu was informed by the local fishery officer that three Montagnais -Pierre Hamel, Jerome Jeromish, and P. Musquarro -had netted and speared a large quantity of salmon over the period of two weeks. This offence was by no means the only illegal salmon fishing on the river during the season. When the two fishery officers inspected the river they found 'quite a number of flambeaux along the banks,' and at the falls 'pulled down some sort of scaffolding probably erected by the Indians to reach a salmon-resting pool below the falls.'l 0 Nevertheless, in keeping with the developing strategy of the department, this flagrant and openly defiant transgression was treated to an example of the power of the new federal administration.
Upon investigation, Tetu determined that Hamel was 'the leader,' but he could not be found and brought to justice. The captain of the La Canadienne therefore settled for apprehending and interrogating Jeromish. This incident bears close examination, as it reveals a common tactic used by the department, as well as the impact of the new regulations:
Jerome was very much frightened; we had some difficulty in apprehending him, and could not prevent his wife and daughters from accompanying him on board, as they would have starved during his absence. He admitted having set a net and caught salmon on the Mingan River, but pleaded as an excuse (and I have no hesitation in believing him) that he did so to prevent himself from starving, and that he could get nothing from the Hudson's Bay Company -that he would never have violated the law, had he any food for his family ... I therefore condemned him to pay a fine of $ro or 15 days in gaol, and for some time made him believe I should take him with me; at last however, I took pity on him and seeing that his family would starve ifhe were really sent to gaol, I let him go with the solemn promise that he would neither spear nor net salmon again. This arrest, I am led to believe, will have a good effect with the other Indians, for the sight of the armed sailors of La Canadienne arresting Jerome, gave them quite a fright.3'
The arrest of Jeromish may well have had the temporary effect of curbing the open resistance of the Mingan Montagnais to the new regime. However, with the situation of the Montagnais on the coastline of the Gulf of St Lawrence becoming increasingly desperate, prohibiting spearing became more complicated than simply staging a few acts of intimidation. By the 1870s, the Montagnais were facing destitution. Growing competition from white hunters and settlers resulted in marked resource depletion, particularly with regard to seals and migratory birds. The waning of the fur trade, and subsequent policies of the Hudson's Bay Company to reduce or eliminate advances to hunters, also had a devastating impact on the Native economy. The summer of 1878, when the Hudson's Bay Company completely cut off advances along a roe-miles stretch of the coast, was particularly desperate. As 'there was in July no birds or seals to be caught or killed on the coast,' a fishery officer remarked in 1878, 'the Indians from Mingan to St. Augustine are really left in a state of starvation ... They are scattered all along the coast asking for food from all comers and unable to reach the winter hunting grounds for want of provisions.' The officer grimly predicted that without government relief, 'it is certain that death will make a sweep among them before the middle of winter.'3 2
Adding considerably to the desperation during this period was the elimination of the spring and summer salmon harvest, previously a time of abundance after the long winter hunt. The cautionary statement made by a field officer to the minister of fisheries in 1875 demonstrated quite graphically the direct impact that the fishery regulations could have on the Native peoples on the north shore of the St Lawrence. In regard to the prospects for protecting the salmon fishery in the spring of 1875, he noted, 'it will be difficult to make a complete submission to the fishery laws from these Indians next summer, should they be exposed to the same privations as this year and left to compare their utter state of destitution with the luxurious mode ofliving of the fastidious Lord [leaseholder Sir George Gore] who fed his dogs on food which would have kept them alive.' An incident between the leaseholder and the Montagnais band on the Mingan River in 1878 further underscored the extent to which the new salmon fishing regime contributed to the difficulties faced by the Native people of this region. It was not a particularly good season for fly fishing; salmon . 'were very plentiful in the pools but would not take the fly,' the local fishery overseer noted, which resulted in the leaseholder on the Mingan River taking only thirty fish. To make matters worse, 'the Indians went up and speared in the presence of Mr. In an attempt to provide compensation for the.loss of their salmon fishery, the Department of Fisheries, on occasion in the decade after Confederation, licensed net-fishing stations to Montagnais bands on the tributaries of the St Lawrence. It was not equal or even adequate compensation. One net-fishing station could not yield the quantity of fish speared over the course of a spring and summer, even if it was favourably located, which was usually not the case with stations licensed to Native people. Increasingly after 1870, it became the policy of the department to authorize white settlers to operate netting stands on behalf of a particular band; the feeling of the department was that Native people could not efficiently operate a fishing station or be trusted to maintain the nets from season to season. The surrogate fishermen were paid in shares of up to one-half of the catch, further diminishing the value of the opportunity. Quickly, under this system, a program that started as a means of compensation came to be viewed as charity within the fisheries department, the idea being that Native people benefited unduly from the salmon harvest without doing any work. The modern licensing and leasing system taking shape in the decade after Confederation also made it difficult for Native bands to secure netting licences. In the early 1880s Indian agents requested the issuing of licences to several bands as part of a policy to end the chronic misery of the Montagnais of the north shore. 36 In some instances, the requests were turned down because the rivers were leased to anglers; in others, the rivers were already being netted by white settlers.3 7 For example, in 1880 the fisheries department agreed to give a local band a separate licence to fish on the Grand Romaine, a small stream on which an aged settler, George Metiver, operated a net station. Because the local Indian agent believed that the settler would drive the Montagnais away, another request for exclusive Native rights to the stream was made. This request led to a clash in policy between the Indian Affairs and the Fisheries departments. W.F. Whitcher, the deputy minister of marine and fisheries who was dealing with similar issues across Canada, flatly denied the request, and, without a hint of irony, suggested that, 'it would be a cruelty toward him [Metiver] wholly unexcused by any real necessity on the part of the local Indians were the department to take away his license.' Whitcher went on to describe for his counterpart in the Department of Indian Affairs how Native practices of spearing fish 'at an times and all places' had ruined the salmon fishery on other rivers, and he explained that the fishery regulations were enacted 'quite as much for the benefit of the Indians themselves as for other subjects of the realm.'3 8 The Department of Indian Affairs offered some resistance but, ultimately, the station was not licensed. Such incidents revealed the extent to which sympathy for 36 This policy was plainly stated in the department's 1881 Annual Report. In recognizing the lack of opportunity to engage in farming, the deputy superintendent promised that 'no effort will be spared to secure for the Montagnais a fair share of the fisheries of the Lower St. Lawrence.' He also conceded, however, 'that the m onopoly by white men over the most important salmon streams will prove a most serious barrier to the policy of the department being attended with the success one would wish'; and, he added, 'nor are the Indians by any means indifferent to the alienation of fishing rights which they had learned to regard as exclusively their own from time immemorial.' Sessional Papers, 1881, no. 14, Annual Report of the Native salmon fishers and notions of compensating them for the loss their traditional fishery had expired in the decade and a half of federal fisheries administration. A similar pattern of weaning Native people away from their long dependence on the Atlantic salmon was evident in the treatment of the Mi'kmaq band at Mission Point. The home of between 300 and 400 Mi'kmaq, Mission Point was located across from Campbellton on the Quebec side of the estuary limit of the Restigouche River. For. generations, bands of Mi'kmaq had come together at this spot each spring to go up-river and exploit the salmon-rich pools and spawning beds of the Restigouche and its tributaries. In the years from. 1867 to 1871, recognizing that a total prohibition would cause great misery, the department allowed the band to spear fish in designated areas on certain nights each week The boundaries set out by the fisheries wardens were almost wholly ignored, and the Restigouche River became a meeting place for even larger groups of Mi'kmaq. 'As spearing was prohibited on all other rivers,' the local fishery officer John Mowat recalled, 'Indians from Bathurst, New Richmond, Gaspe and Miramichi made a business of coming here, in fact were invited by the Mission Indians to come here and partake and to my astonishment in 1872 I found double the number of canoes spearing.' As Mowat and others in the department believed that 'one of the principal causes of the increasing scarcity of salmon was the pertinacity with which the few fish which escape the tidal nets are followed to the head waters by the Indians,' spearing privileges were no longer granted after 1872. In preventing further spearing, the local fisheries officers were aided by the white settlers along the river, who sometimes 'threatened to seize their fish,' but settled for 'compel(ing] them to sell for half price. '19 In compensaton for the loss of their salmon-spearing privileges, the fisheries department granted the Mission Point band a net-fishing station on the waters running through the reserve in 1872. 40 surprisingly, the planned transition was greeted less than enthusiastically when it was introduced to the band. 'They seemed much astonished to learn that a privilege which they claimed to have been granted to them by treaties, was withdrawn, and they appeared to accept this change in their habits with very little relish indeed,' fisheries officer Napoleon Lavoie noted. 'I did my best to make them understand that the present system would be more advantageous to them, as it would enable them to derive more profit with less work and hardship, that it . would give them more time for the farming of their lands, securing thereby peace of mind and support for old age, and concluded by telling them that they could no longer be considered as spoiled children.' Lavoie further observed: 'This passion for spearing, born with them and still further developed with age, is so deeply rooted in these Indians that several of them were almost disheartened in learning that in the future they would be deprived of such a pleasure.' 4 ' The preference for spearing was abundantly evident in the resistance to the netting station in 1873. With funds obtained from the Department of Indian Affairs, John Mowat set about in the spring of 1873 obtaining equipment and hiring an experienced fisherman to instruct the Mi'kmaqs. He and the resident missionary on the reserve also spent time counselling the band on the benefits of the fishing station in preparation for the first run of salmon. When the salmon did come, the 'men of the tribe broke out in open rebellion.' 42 'So soon as the first salmon appeared,' it was reported, 'they were attacked with the spear, whilst others in the band were engaged in destroying the nets supplied by the Indian Department, or pulling the stakes out which had been procured at great cost. Fishery officers were openly defied, and things had a very threatening aspect for a while.' 43 Eventually, the government schooner La Canadienne was called in to restore order. Commander Napoleon Lavoie promptly arrested, convicted, and imprisoned four men rumoured to be the 'ringleaders,' action that 'had a most beneficial effect.' 'In a meeting which took place afterwards,' he . reported, 'I succeeded in having them fully understand the folly their course, and pointed out to them that their true interests consisted in acting harmoniously with the government's desires. They understood this, and the Chief signed a pledge on their behalf.' 44 The raid of the La Canadienne ended the open defiance of the Mission Point Mi'kmaq to the fisheries regulations. It also set off a political crisis in the band, when the chiefship of Polycarp Martin, who made the written agreement with fishery officers, was challenged by a group of more militant men. 45 After 1873, spear fishing became a covert activity, practised when the opportunity arose, but progressively more prone to detection with the leasing of the Restigouche and its tributaries to anglers. The net-fishing station on the reserve was never fully accepted by the band. Because of a division of opinion within the band in 1874, the nets were not set until Lavoie came again and authorized a local white fisherman to fish the station on their behalf. This arrangement was continued for a number years, with the Mi'kmaq being granted one-half of the proceeds from the catch, the feeling of the fishery officers being that the band was 'not capable of being trusted with the expensive plant.' 46 In 1882 the stand was leased for five years for the flat rate of $75 per year. Finally, in 1888 the fisheries department appropriated the stand for the purpose of obtaining parent fish for the Restigouche hatchery, thus ending the legal participation of the Mission Point Mi'kmaq in the salmon fishery. 47 The prohibition on spear fishing eliminated a central part of the economy of the Mission Point Mi'kmaq. Even under the limited spearing privileges granted in 1872, Mowat estimated the legal catch of the Mission Point band at lO,ooo to 16,ooo pounds of salmon, which would have netted between $600 and $900 at market prices. 48 By all accounts, the fishing station never generated more than $150 in income for the band in any one season. Undoubtedly, this condition contributed to the continuing inability (which some fishery officers found perplexing) of band members to understand the great benefits to 44 be derived from net fishing. The failure of the station, which Lavoie wrongly considered 'one of the best and most coveted salmon stations' on the river, was confirmed when the fisheries department abandoned it after two years, because it would not yield the few hundred salmon necessary to run the hatchery. 4 9 The proceedings at Mingan and Mission Point illustrate a larger pattern whereby Native people, over the course of two decades, were alienated from the salmon harvest. They allow for reconstruction in narrative form because of the bias in the historical record of state regulation towards those events where people show open and collective defiance of regulations and cause officials to fear for the integrity of a particular administrative regime. Beneath these dramatic, visible incidents were a great number of individual acts of petty defiance and less overt transgressions of the fishery laws perpetrated by Native people which escape documentation, or which appear only as thin fragments in the historical record. 50 The primary recourse of people around the world who fail to recognize the legitimacy of state regulations that infringe on traditional patterns of hunting and fishing is, of course, 'poaching.' Not surprisingly, the annual reports oflocal fishery officers and the published narratives of sportsmen in the late nineteenth century abound with references to poaching by Native people. Most Native people were certainly not restrained by moral considerations, as the salmon fishing laws were widely held to be unjust, and the practice of fishing at night lent itself to engaging in such furtive activities. However, the extent of Native poaching may have been exaggerated. White settlers throughout the region, particularly in New Brunswick, were equally ill-disposed towards the federal salmon fishing regulations and fished illegally in large numbers.5' It is likely that Native people sometimes became the scapegoats for other poachers, particularly when jlambeaux and other signs of spearing were in evidence. The attitude of riverine residents of European descent was suggested by Sage: 'The white settler on the Restigouche and its tributaries "drifts" for salmon with great persistence and success. He is, however, dreadfully shocked at the idea of an Indian taking a salmon with a spear.' 52 In addition, many stories of Native poaching in sporting narratives were embel- lished to serve as, morality plays for promoting sportsmanship and reaffirming the intellectual/racial superiority of Europeans. In reality, Native people, when on the reserves at least, were more closely watched and monitored than settlers. The successful Native poacher had to contend not only with fishery officers but also with Indian agents and resident missionaries, who routinely invaded their privacy in search of alcohol or other illicit products.
Patterns of poaching were diverse and were influenced, among other factors, by the level of surveillance on a particular river and by the needs and proclivities of Native residents. Poaching activities ranged from the individual who speared a single fish when afforded the opportunity, to well organized groups of Native fishermen filling several canoes with salmon. The observations of Napoleon Comeau, who served as guardian for the leaseholders of the renowned Godbout River from late l86os until after 1900, are instructive for understanding patterns of illegal salmon fishing. He divided poachers into two groups, the first being 'professionals,' who needed a considerable outfit (canoes, nets, etc.) and connections with a merchant who would buy the illegal fish and protect their anonymity. The second group he classified as the 'poacher through necessity,' who could not cause 'any serious damage' but was difficult to control and 'sometimes very . annoying.' 'Their outfit is very light,' he noted, 'and may consist of only a landing net, spear, gaff, or snare, easily hid on the person, and frequently thrown away, when danger is scented. They also have the sympathy of the community and no evidence can be had against them.'53 This statement about community support was a near-universal condition that stood as one of the primary barriers to the eradication of poaching throughout the Atlantic salmon fishery. As Comeau and other fishery wardens reported, it was commonplace for their movements to be closely monitored by Native people and white settlers alike. 54 Overall, with the leasing of an ever-increasing number of salmon rivers after 1875, poaching became more difficult for both Native people and white settlers. From just a few prized salmon waters being leased at Confederation, the number of rivers in New Brunswick and Quebec on which anglers held exclusive fishing rights increased to more than sixty by the early 189os. 55 Poaching was certainly not eliminated, but the addition of hundreds of private guardians to protect the rivers on behalf of anglers had a marked restrictive impact. The removal of Native bands in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Quebec from the salmon harvest hastened their entry into the sportfishing industry as guides. This transition was looked upon with favour and was even promoted by fishery officers, as it meant, from their perspective, that the segment of the Native population most likely to spear salmon would be under the supervision of people who understood the importance of conservation. 56 The economic 'benefit' of guiding over fishing was neatly stated by a local officer in 1895, when the Mission Point band began to demand that it be compensated for the removal of its fishing station: 'While the absorption of the Mission Point Station by the Department may be made to appear to be a great loss to the Indians financially, it is really a benefit, because the rental paid for the net, even had it judiciously been distributed would have only amounted to $0.50 per annum to each family, while the removal of the net from a critical position at the entrance to the north channel on the middle ground of the river was a great benefit to the upper waters, and anglers, consequently a great advantage to the Indians as the better the angling the greater the amount to employment at $3-oo per day.' 57 It was an unequivocal admission that the fishing station was never an adequate replacement for spear fishing. The officer also failed to mention that one successful night of spearing would have easily netted more income than a few weeks of poling a canoe for 10 or 12 hours per day, watching some 'sport' struggle with the delicate art of fly fishing.
GUIDING IN THE IDEAL WORLD OF THE SPORTSMAN
By virtue of their skills with the birchbark canoe and their knowledge of rivers and forests , Native people served as guides from the earliest .days of recreational sporting in the North American colonies. As the sport-hunting and sport-fishing industries expanded after 1870, Native men from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Quebec entered the guiding profession in increasing numbers. Exact figures for the number of Native men employed as guides are not part of the historical record; however, it is clear from the records of the Department of Indian Affairs that men from nearly every band in the three provinces were engaged in this work. Frequent statements by Indian agents to the effect that 'the greater portion of the male population during the summer season hire themselves as guides to sportsmen' suggest that, for a considerable number of bands, guiding was a vital economic activity.5 8 With regard to the salmon fishery, hundreds of Native men served as guides, and they were both pushed in this direction by fishery policies and pulled in by economic incentives. Compared with the other wage-labour opportunities open to Native people -woods work and farm labour, for example -the pay for guiding was high. Salmon guides were particularly well . paid, earning as much as three dollars per day in the 1890s, while wages for common labourers were rarely more than one dollar.59 Although there were often long stretches of time during the day, particularly on hot afternoons in mid-summer, when guides could lounge in their quarters adjacent to the angling lodge, salmon guiding generally involved long hours of work and could be physically demanding. Guides attached to salmon fishing lodges, which were common on the best rivers, suc;:h as the Restigouche and the Casapedia, were at the disposal of anglers at any time during daylight hours and occasionally for moonlight cruises. Those who worked for travelling fishing parties were saddled with the additional duties of hauling gear, making camp, and preparing meals. From a physical standpoint, the most difficult part of the job was poling up-river. The sporting narratives of the period frequently comment on the amount of skill needed for poling and the stamina of their Native guides:
It is a very difficult accomplishment to pole a canoe at all, and still more difficult to do it well. There is a certain kind of swing that has to be learned in order to make the pole leave and enter the water correctly, and the centre of gravity must be maintained on the very small base afforded at the narrow end of the canoe so exactly, that the frequent slipping of the pole from the Poling was only one of many skills, both physical and social, needed to be a competent salmon guide. Guides, naturally, needed to know the spots where a fly cast would have the greatest chance of meeting with success and how to approach the easily spooked salmon. These requirements of the job were vital in serving the inexperienced salmon angler, but less important with club members who fished the same pools year after year. With the exception of some small rivers, anglers generally hooked salmon while in the canoe, at which time they were paddled or poled to a convenient and safe landing place. The contest between angler and salmon could go on for up to two hours, depending on the size of the fish and the strength of the rod and line used; lengthy battles often demanded that the angler get in and out of the canoe two or more times, as the salmon emptied the reel of line and the party was forced to give chase. In such situations, the angler had to be guided in and out of the canoe quickly, smoothly, and safely, so that he might give all his attention to keeping the salmon on the line. The guides also needed to keep track of the location of the fish, so as not to get the canoe in an unfavourable position or allow the salmon to break the line by wrapping it around a rock or sunken tree. At the end of the contest the salmon needed to be gaffed, which, if not performed with a steady hand, could jar the fish off the hook and set it free. Many fishing stories ended sadly with the loss of a salmon at this critical juncture. 61 As anglers often travelled hundreds of miles and spent considerable sums for the privilege of salmon fishing, it was important for guides to avoid .even the appearance of responsibility for losing a fish.
From the perspective of the salmon angler, a good salmon guide was a companion who gave assistance and shared in the thrill of the catch, without being intrusive or too pointedly giving directions. Personality traits, such as stoicism, a sense of humour, and the ability to recount Native folk legends, could enhance the reputation of a guide and bring further opportunities. 62 In addition to being relatively well paid, salmon guides also had a more stable clientele than other Native guides. In contrast to canoeing guides attached to the so-called watering places, where the relationship with a group of tourists was most often a one-time affair, individuals and crews of guides frequently returned to service the same salmon fishing lodges each year. Here guides could establish a reputation for good work and, within fairly rigid boundaries defined by class and race, forge more intimate relationships with their clients. A good guide was akin to a trusted domestic servant -reliable, competent, and able to understand his place. It was a relationship with which a great many salmon fishermen were familiar in their domestic lives. 6 3 Understanding the systematic exclusion of Native peoples as active resource users in the salmon fishery is a fairly straightforward proposition, compared with examining the relationship to the anglers who set up sporting enterprises near their reserves. The historical record of salmon guiding in the late nineteenth century consists mainly of scattered, passing references in government documents and the published narratives of sportsmen. Native people left few, if any, unadulterated accounts of their experiences as guides; therefore, any assumptions about how they perceived the job or their interactions with anglers must be filtered through the thick lens of these narratives. Ultimately, any discussion of guiding that uses sporting narratives must be as much about elite anglers as it is about Native salmon guides. 6 4 Overall, the pursuit of sporting activities in Canada became more inclusive in the decades after Confederation, but salmon fishing remained an exception. Virtually all the major salmon rivers in New Brunswick and Quebec were colonized by the wealthy and politically connected by 1890. Secure access to good salmon fishing required buying waterfront property and/or leasing a stretch of river from the New Brunswick or Quebec government. Groups of elite angling enthusiasts quickly formed into clubs and took control of the best salmon waters in the fifteen years after Confederation. The exclusivity of these clubs was epitomized by the 'wealthy and aristocratic' Restigouche Salmon Club, which was dominated by well-heeled members of the New York financial community and, by 1890, had a initial membership fee of $7500. Beyond this initial fee, the average cost for a twenty-day flyfishing trip on the Restigouche in 1890 was estimated to be $450, not counting rods and other personal gear. 6 5 Although not all salmon clubs were as exclusive, there were precious few opportunities for good salmon fishing open to even the middle-level executive. 66 OnE; of the by-products of the wealth of salmon anglers and of their closer, more protracted contact with Native people was that Native guides and their bands were more often than others favoured by the noblesse oblige of sportsmen. Starting iri the mid-187os, the salmon clubs on the Restigouche River began making periodic grants to the Mission Point Reserve, which contained the largest single contingent of salmon guides, for specific projects, or when the conditions on the reserve appeared particularly bad. 67 More often, charity came in the form of salmon. While some anglers salted or pickled the salmon that could not be consumed while at camp, many others routinely gave a portion of the catch to Native people. It was also the practice of some camps to donate perishable food items to the guides at the end of the season. On a practical level, Native people needed and even came to depend on the charity of salmon anglers. On a cultural level, such acts were a way of reaffirming the power relations between the anglers and the local Native people and of distinguishing salmon angling as a sportsmanlike endeavour. In examining big-game hunting in India and Africa within the context of British imperialism, J.M. MacKenzie ancf others have suggested that when elites reverted from industrial modernity and brought their sentimental version of the hunting phase of social development to other places, they also projected social relations on the host people. 68 With its wealthy patrons buying and leasing riparian rights and building luxurious lodges, the salmon angling industry certainly had the same imperialist profile as big-game hunting. Salmon fishing was also similarly ritualized and guided by a chivalric code. Giving away a portion of the catch was a way of legitimizing the sometimes enormous catches of the anglers, separating the true sportsman from the 'game hog,' who turned the noble arts of hunting and fishing into a crass and uncivilized quest for meat. The ideological underpinnings of such acts were well represented in the statement of the poet Charles G.D. Roberts about a fishing trip on the Tobique River in New Brunswick: 'We imagined the mahogany youngsters at Tobique mouth reveling in the fruits of our prowess; and we imagined them so vividly that the artist forthwith made a sketch of our imaginings. And thus we felt no scruples on the abundance of our catch.' 69 Thus, in part, salmon anglers participated in the sometimes brutal exclusion of Native people from the resource, paid extraordinary amounts of money to catch salmon, and then gave a portion of the catch away, 'to make class and race divisions, and hierarchical rule, seem immemorial.' 70 As the preceding statements suggest, the code of the sportsman, increasingly adopted in North America after 1850, played an important role in determining the relationship between anglers and guides. The core of the sportsmen's code was a set of rules about proper methods of taking fish and game and the appropriate seasons for killing each species. These aristocratic notions, which could be traced back to the seventeenth-century writings of Izaak Walton, the patron saint of anglers, had a profound effect on harvesting patterns in the Atlantic salmon fishery. However, the code was more than a guide to sporting etiquette. To be fully accepted as a member of the sporting fraternity, the individual hunter or angler had to be a naturalist, knowledgeable of the habits of fish and game as well as the habitats in which they thrived. For many salmon anglers this meant an intimate knowledge of 'woodcraft,' an integral part of which was the customs, language, technology, and hunting and fishing methods of Native people.7 1 The sportsmen's interest in Native culture was related to and stimulated by the growing wilderness cult of the late nineteenth century. In Europe the search for the unadulterated character of man through an examination of supposed primitive cultures dated back to at least the late Middle Ages; modern notions of the 'wild man' or 'noble savage' began to take form in the mid-eighteenth century with the writings of Rousseau and the Romantics. With the closing of the American frontier, the acceleration of urbanization, and the passing of Native people as a perceived threat, eastern North Americans also began to reassess the long-held negative images of wilderness and indigenous peoples. Wilderness, in the North American mind, was slowly transformed in the nineteenth century from being a barrier to civilization to being a positive influence -a foundation of national character.7 2 In addition to being represented as a symbol of savagery, the wild man -in this case the Native peoples of North Americabecame also a symbol of freedom, nobility, and vitality, as increasingly oppressive urban environmental conditions forced a reassessment of the process of 'civilization.' 73 In ever larger numbers in the last decades of the nineteenth century, middle-and upper-class North Americans began to seek out rather than avoid wilderness experiences and contact with Native people.
It was this 'antimodern' impulse that fuelled the sporting tourism industry, creating guiding opportunities and transforming Native culture into a commodity to be consumed by curious visitors. 74 Already by the 1870s, provincial governments, railroads, and the popular press ' began to cater to the search for authentic wilderness experiences, advertising Native culture as a tourist attraction, with emphasis on the primitive qualities most cherished by the traveller. The feelings of sporting and travel writer C.H. Farnham, as he first entered the Montagnais village on the Betsiamits River in the mid-188os, was indicative of the manner in which these agencies catered to the growing numbers longing to be 'released from the iron cage of modernity into a world re-enchanted by history, nature and the mysterious. We rarely meet our prehistoric ancestors, but here I sit down on the earth with my disconnected forefathers; I talk with men and women who still are absolutely a part of nature. Here I see how far we have come since my family left the woods . . . I met yesterday on the beach an Indian coming from a seclusion of two years in the heart of the continent. He lived without any of what we call the necessities of civilization, and yet he was quite like other men in flesh and limb. The shyness and quietness of his nature were upon him so strongly that I would not break into his reserve, nor dissipate the awe I felt in his presence. He had a very different feeling for me; he knew a hundred men, even a whole tribe, far more skillful at getting a living out of the wilderness, so he had no wonder to waste on an inferior. As in other places, the organization of what scholars have referred as the 'tourist gaze' had political, economic, and cultural implications.7 7
The transforming capacity of the tourist gaze was exemplified by broad changes in the native economy of eastern Canada after 1860. Thousands of Native people abandoned other economic pursuits to produce handicrafts for the tourist market. By 1890 there were so many Native people making seasonal visits to tourist venues to sell moccasins, necklaces, baskets, and other 'Indian curiosities' that the market had become glutted and it was no longer a viable means of subsistence.78 Native men also entered the guiding industry during the same period. Tourism promoters naturally ignored any negative consequences of the transformation in the lives of Native people, as the tourist gaze did not allow for such complications. Thus, even the Montagnais, who suffered and died of starvation as a result of fishery policies that promoted recreational fishing, could be reconstructed and packaged as a simple, happy people, willing to assist the sporting tourist. 'In addition to the magnificent sport afforded to salmon fishermen by many of the streams upon the north shore of the Lower St. Lawrence,' a government pamphlet noted, 'there is the added attraction of the romance and glamour that connect themselves with the peculiar folk-lore of the aboriginal inhabitants of the country through which they flow -, the dusky Montagnais who make such splendid guides and canoe men for the anglers who fish these waters.' 7 9 Sportsmen, even more than other wilderness tourists, were fascinated by all aspects of Native culture. Their closer contacts with Native people, and the pretensions of many sportsmen that they were experts on the increasingly popular subject of natural history, prompted them to speak as authorities on the Native mentalite. Many salmon anglers truly believed that their wilderness experiences and contacts with Nati~e culture were more authentic than those of mere tourists; they used sporting narratives as a means of establishing their credentials as sportsmen and legitimizing their experiences as true wilderness 77 adventures. Sporting narratives frequently used Mi'kmaq, Maliseet, or Montagnais words to describe commonly used camp items and translated the · names of rivers, mountains, and other places from their Native language into English. When Native guides were given speaking parts in salmon-fishing stories, it was common for the authors to attempt to reproduce their broken English. Words such as 'um,' 'em,' and 'mebbe' appear over and over again as representations of Native use of the English language. 80 Even more common in sporting narra-'tives was the assignment of particular personality and character traits to all Native people. Native guides were often portrayed in salmon fishing narratives as physically imposing, capable of great feats of stamina and of enduring weather, heat, the wrath of insects, and other hardships without complaint. 'The strength and endurance of these guides are marvelous,' one sportsman commented. 'I have known them to carry over 300 pounds of baggage each over a portage.' 8 ' Accounts of the virtues of individual guides were not infrequently accompanied by sketches and pictures. The mythologized Native guide was a man of instinct, 'lazy and generally worthless at any regular labor,' but 'indefatigable in avocations containing an element of sport.' 82 Normally taciturn and retiring, the Native guide of sporting narratives was animated by the thrill of the chase.
Sporting writers paid especially close attention to what they perceived as the naivete of guides, their ignorance of social graces and their clumsiness when stepping out of the natural environment. 'They have a charming disrespect for persons and personages,' Sage explained, as he told the story of 'old Larry Vicaire' who, 'annoyed' by the refusal of 'Princess Louise' to listen to her husband and sit down in the canoe, 'placed his hands on the royal shoulders, and forced their owner into a sitting position, with some allusion to the wishes of the 'ole man.' 83 Roberts, in a similar vein, delighted in telling the story of his Maliseet guide's misadventure in attempting to fish with a fly rod. 84 Informed by Victorian notions of race and class, stories that revolved around the naivete of guides constituted the principal form of humour in salmon fishing narratives. They served to reconfirm for elite sportsmen that Native men, while they might possess attractive masculine character traits and assert a measure of authority on the river, were impotent when confronted with civilization and best confined to their proscribed role as domestic servants of the wilderness.
There were intellectual contradictions to sport tourism, beyond the realities that sporting tourists were simultaneously idealizing traditional Native culture and aggressively participating in its destruction. Principal among these contradictions was that the glorification of Native woodcraft ran counter to the code of the sportsmen with respect to methods of taking fish and game. While sporting tourists wished to be in communion with Native people, they also desired membership in the fraternity of sportsmen who adhered to the code, which, in its condemnation of such Native practices as snaring, baiting, and spearing, separated the civilized gentleman from the base pot hunter or poacher. The fixation of sporting writers with spearing illustrated the contradictory tensions between the code of the sportsman and the cult of wilderness. · Native poachers using the traditional negog were used in some salmon fishing narratives as a foil for demonstrating the moral superiority of recreational modes of fishing and the ingenuity and intelligence of the civilized angler. One such morality play featured prominent American sporting writer Charles Hallock and the degenerate 'half-breed' Indian Joe, matching wits on a river in Nova Scotia. When the indiscretion was detected, Joe was hiding in the bushes. He was lured out with the promise of 'a little whiskey' and goaded into revealing the location of his illegally caught fish by the suggestion that a member of the angling party wished to purchase a salmon. The story ended with Joe being shown mercy (he was let off with stern warning) and the obligatory diatribe against barbarous fishing practices. 8 5 In another probably fictional scenario, two teenage boys, who were taken to a noted salmon river on the Gaspe Peninsula as part of a wilderness 'summer school,' stumbled upon the notorious 'half-breed' poacher Pete Labouisse night fishing with spear and Jlambeaux. 86 The two 85 Hallock, The Fishing Tourist, 36-8 86 The fact that both Indian Joe and Pete Labouisse were 'half breeds' was by no means a coincidence. Like other Victorians, sporting writers were fixated with issues of racial purity. The assignment of mixed-race lineage to poachers was, in some respects, a way of maintaining idealized, romantic notions of the character of 'primitive man' (ie, racially pure Native people). On the importance of racial purity to nineteenth-century tourists, see Jasen, Wild Things, 107-12. adolescents chased Pete until his canoe was shattered in a set of rapids; Pete, who couldn't swim and had broken his leg, was thrown into the churning water. Jumping into the water, one of the boys made a daring rescue. In returning to camp with the injured prisoner, the two boys further demonstrated their humanity by insisting that Pete not be imprisoned. 87 In this instance, showing a revulsion to destructive fishing practices and a willingness to take action is represented as an initiation to the elite sporting fraternity. Indeed, the triumph of the civilized boys over primitive Pete is held up as a rite of manhood. While spearing was vilified as the most destructive of all forms of salmon fishing, it was also idealized as a grand spectacle of Native culture, an event that brought into full view the glories of primitive masculinity. J.E. Alexander, for example, who bitterly condemned the practice, could still admire spearing as a ritual that stirred what he and so many other sporting tourists saw as the natural instincts of the Native hunter. 'The native love of excitement in the chase has something to do with their pertinacious pursuit of salmon by spears and flambeaux ... Nothing can exceed the wild excitement with which these men pursue it ... The flame and the shadow, swayed by ripples, conceals the spearers' forms, and bewilder the doomed salmon. Their silvery sides and amber coloured eye-balls glisten through the rippling water. The dilated eyes, the expanded nostrils, and the compressed lips of the swarthy canoe men, fitly picture their eager and excited mood. A quick, deadly aim, a violent swirl, and some momentary convulsive struggles all tell the rest.' 88 The identical language used in describing the physical attributes of the salmon and the fishermen, in this and other sporting narratives, underscored the supposed primitiveness of Native people and the extent to which their actions were instinctual rather than conscious and considered. It followed that these instincts needed to be controlled.
Contextualized within the cultural politics that surrounded representations of the traditional Native practice of spearing salmon, the significance of the 'staged authenticity' of the ritual undertaken by the members of Camp Harmony in 1886 comes into full view. 8 9 Underneath the frequent professions of admiration and brotherhood, the relationship between salmon anglers and Native guides was about power and control. Perhaps even more than other sporting tourists, salmon anglers sought to reconstruct the 'contact zones' between the two groups -to produce .a wilderness environment that included Native people but was relatively free from the inherent conflicts that characterized the history of Native-white relations over natural resources.9° Sporting tourists wanted to consume Native culture at a comfortable level and at a safe distance. The mock spearing party was essentially a cultural experiment, containing just the ideal amount of primitive danger and excitement deemed appropriate for 'the ladies' but never beyond control of the so-called civilized sportsmen. It demonstrated the extent to which salmon anglers by the late r88os were controlling both the salmon harvest and the content of the Native culture to which they were exposed. Sage and his fellow club members had found, or, rather, created a satisfactory resolution to the contradictions between the code of the sportsman and the cult of wilderness.
CONCLUSION
The removal of Native people from the Atlantk salmon harvest was part of a larger process of economic, political, and social· change in the last decades of the nineteenth century. Resource depletion from growing competition with white settlers, sport hunters, and commercial interests hastened the destruction of a hunting and gathering economy that had long been in decline. Central to the acceleration of this process was -the advent of more comprehensive state administration, in the form of changes in fish and game laws that favoured recreational over subsistence and commercial exploitation. Also vitally important, but beyond the scope of this study, were the policies of the Department of Indian Affairs, which were founded on idealized notions of 'civilizing' Native people and consolidating them into communities of independent yeoman farmers, oftentimes in areas where environmental conditions made this goal unrealistic. Policies prohibiting salmon fishing for subsistence and, especially, commercial purposes were in direct contradiction to the developing policy of forcing Native people to become more self-sufficient and individualistic; they served to underline the duplicitous nature of the administrative initiatives undertaken 90 Mary Louise Pratt defines 'contact zones'· as 'the space of colonial encounters, the space in which peoples geographically and historically separated come into contact with each other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving conditions of coercion, radical inequality, and intractable conflict.' Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (London: Routledge 1992), 5
by the Department of Marine and Fisheries and the Department of Indian Affairs in the late nineteenth century. It is important to recognize that in an era when Native people were, for the most part, prevented from mounting legal challenges, state policy could have devastating consequences. In particular, the alienation of the Montagnais on the north shore of the St Lawrence River from the salmon harvest contributed to severe deprivation and even starvation in the region during the 1870s and l88os. The threat of starvation was not uncommon among the bands on the Godbout, Saint John, and Mingan rivers, for example, where thirteen salmon anglers caught slightly over 16,ooo pounds of salmon in l87r. 91 In hindsight, at least, the true sportsmen of the nineteenth century were less civilized than they appeared in the self-congratulatory sporting literature of the time.
The exclusion of Native people as active resource users coincided with their entry into the guiding profession in larger numbers in the second half of the nineteenth century. Native men possessed the requisite skills, and salmon guiding provided relatively high wages, at a time when other opportunities were diminishing. The transition was also stimulated by cultural forces, namely the growing cult of wilderness and the anti-modern impulse sweeping through North America during the second half of the nineteenth century. Whether they were sightseers or 'sports,' what the wilderness tourists of the nineteenth century wanted was to journey into the past, in the hope that gazing upon 'primitive culture' would help them cope with and understand their own increasingly complex and divisive society. After 1850 this demand was increasingly met by an organized tourist industry, complete with its own literature, which advertised and sold Native culture as part of the wilderness experience and was predicated on the economic dependence of Native people. Necessity and imagination created a class of Native seasonal workers who served both as conduits, to lead elite anglers into the spiritual realm of the wilderness, and as domestic servants, to provide comforts in the temporal world. 
